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✦ Large literature, but most techniques struggle with complex objects such as faces
✦ Barron & Malik [1] is the state-of-the art general SFS algorithm
✦ Introduce a general set of priors
✦ Recovers accurate lighting but not shape

STATE-OF-THE-ART

✦ Performing component analysis on normals is non-trivial
✦ Normals can be seen as embedded on the 2-sphere

PROPOSAL

✦ Green arc represent the correct distance between the two 
normals, a geodesic on the sphere. 

✦ Red line  indicates  the  distance  calculated  by  euclidean 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

φ : RF → H, x → φ(x) ⟨φ(xi),φ(xj)⟩ = k(xi,xj)
Kernel-PCA:  Calculate  non-linear  distances  between  normals  by  defining  kernels 
that accurately measure similarities.

Propose two novel kernels

Equivalent to standard PCA 
without mean subtraction

θ

✦Normals  are  unit  vectors  that  lie 
perpendicular to a point on a surface
✦Useful  in  shape  recovery 

SFS: Recover shape from single 
image using shading cues
✦ Given intensities and single light
✦ Recover parameters that explain

    intensity values

✦ Under-constrained problem - infinite number of solutions!
✦ Constrain the problem by introducing priors on the normals!

Given the type of object in an 
image, how can we improve the 

accuracy of the recovered 

Lambertian reflectance: 
✦ Intensity (   ) is a function of the normals (   ), light vector (  ) and the albedo (  )

E = ρN · L
E = ρN · LE = ρN · LE = ρN · L E = ρN · L

RESULTS
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Build a statistical model of normals by performing component analysis
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Embedded the kernel framework into an existing SFS algorithm [2]
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Simple vectorized form

Embed two existing projections
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